As pointed out by Teplyakov et al. [1] , much less attention has been paid to the systematic investigation of processes of gas transfer in copolymers than to the study of these processes in homopolymers [2, 3] . Nevertheless, a number of studies have addressed this problem, and several models have been used to this end [1] [2] [3] [4] . The complexity of investigating processes of gas transfer in copolymers is due to the fact that these materials are often distinguished by structural and phase inhomogeneity, leading to an increase in the number of factors that must be monitored in the process of investigation [1] . This fact is clearly indicated by the non-additivity of the dependence of the diffusion coeffi cient D of copolymers on their composition [3, 4] .
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Investigation of the diffusion characteristics as a function of composition can be used to assess the structure of copolymers [5, 6] . On the basis of the values of D for homopolymers, Chalykh et al. [5] calculated the size of elements of the dispersed polyacrylate phase in block copolymers of poly(acrylate dimethyl siloxane), which turned out to be similar to the values obtained by direct measurements on an electron microscope. In reference [6] , to describe the gas permeability of modifi ed polyethylene, a model of transfer processes for fi lled systems, proposed by Nilsen [7] , was used successfully. The aim of the present work was to assess the structural characteristics of silane-siloxane block copolymers (SSBCs) from their diffusion properties within the framework of Nilsen's model [7] .
Use was made of experimental values of the diffusion coeffi cients D for SSBCs of different composition, and also for polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and polyvinyltrimethylsilane (PVTMS) as corresponding homopolymers and two gases (O 2 and CO 2 ) [4] .
For estimation of the relative permeability of polymer composites, Nilsen [7] proposed the following relation:
where P cop and P PDMS are the gas permeability coeffi cients of the block copolymer and of the homopolymer, PDMS and PVTMS are the relative proportions of the siloxane and silane components of the SSBC, and L and W are the length and thickness of the PVTMS element (Figure 1 ).
The use of formula (1) presupposes that the SSBC is regarded as a microcomposite in which the polymer matrix is PDMS and the fi ller is PVTMS. A schematic of the structural elements in such an interpretation is presented in Figure 1 . As shown in reference [4] , the magnitude of the solubility coeffi cient for SSBC does not depend on the composition of the block copolymer. Therefore, in equation (1) the ratio P cop /P PDMS was replaced with the ratio of the corresponding diffusion coeffi cients D cop / D PDMS , and a comparison of experimental dependences of D cop /D PDMS on SSBC composition and dependences calculated by means of equation (1) is given in Figure 2 . As can be seen, good agreement is obtained between theory and experiment, which confi rms the fundamental possibility of using Nilsen's microcomposite model [7] for describing the diffusion characteristics of SSBCs. Furthermore, this agreement shows that the PVTMS phase can be modelled by plates with lengths twice their widths, at least in a fi rst approximation.
Another variant of D cop calculation is the equation [7] 
where PVTMS and PDMS are the specifi c lengths of the path of diffusion for the PVTMS and PDMS phases respectively. The magnitudes of PVTMS and PDMS obey the condition of their sum equalling unity [7] . For PDMS , the following equation was obtained [7] :
where n is an exponent equal to 1/3 for cubic particles (Figure 1a) . If the PVTMS phase is modelled by plates parallel to the surface of the fi lm (perpendicular to the diffusional fl ow) (Figure 1b) , then n 1, but if it is modelled by plates perpendicular to the surface of the fi lm (parallel to the path of diffusion) (Figure 1c) , then n 0. The combination of equations (2) and (3) (Figure 3) . As follows from the graph in Figure 3 , the morphology of the SSBC changes systematically as the content of the high-elastic PDMS block changes: with small PDMS , n 1, i.e. the PVTMS phase, modelled by plates, lines up perpendicular to the diffusional fl ow, but with large PDMS , n 0, i.e. the indicated phase lines up parallel to the path of diffusion (see Figures 1b and c) . With PDMS = 0.32 (32 wt%), n ≈ 1/3 i.e. the PVTMS phase can be modelled by cubes (Figure 1a) . Remember that, with PDMS = 0.32, phase inversion occurs in SSBCs: with PDMS < 0.32 the continuous phase is PDMS, and with PDMS < 0.32 it is PVTMS. Note also that the SSBC structure was interpreted similarly in reference [4] by using Maxwell's equation for dispersions. It is assumed that the distribution of phases PVTMS and PDMS is lamellar, and with large PVTMS contents a layered distribution of the components of the SSBC perpendicular to the direction of diffusion is observed, and with small contents a layered distribution parallel to this direction [4] . [7] . The fi rst of them (curve 3) describes this dependence when n = 1/3. As expected, this dependence intersects the theoretical dependence D cop /D PDMS ( PVTMS ) plotted according to equation (1) at PVTMS = 62 wt%, which corresponds to phase inversion for the SSBC, where n is also equal to 1/3. For the remaining values of PVTMS , the indicated values do not match, which is due to the condition n > 13 for PVTMS > 62 wt% and n < 1/3 for PVTMS < 62 wt%. Figure 2 also shows the dependence of D cop /D PDMS on PVTMS for idealised gas with n = 1 (curve 4) [7] . As expected, this dependence approaches the analogous dependence for an SSBC with PVTMS 100 wt% i.e. with n 1, as follows from the graph in Figure 3 . Figures 2 and 3 
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indicate the composition of SSBCs with which phase inversion occurs
Note an important feature of the behaviour of the structure of the SSBC when it is modelled as a microcomposite. In spite of the greater values of the diffusion coeffi cient of the PVTMS homopolymer [8] , the PVTMS phase in the SSBC is modelled as impermeable (or slightly impermeable) for gases, i.e. as a fi ller (Figures 2 and 3) . At the same time, the fall in the D cop /D PDMS ratio as PVTMS increases suggests the formation of diffusion channels through the SSBS fi lm with PVTMS 0 or n 1 [7] . It is evident that the formation of these channels and the tendency for it to intensify as PDMS increases (with n 0) are due to the progressive reversal of the layers of PVTMS, modelled by plates, in a direction parallel to the direction of diffusion (transition from the scheme in Figure 1b to the scheme in Figure 1c) . Furthermore, SSBC can be regarded as a microcomposite with a porous fi ller if the PDMS phase is taken as the fi ller. In this case, theoretical calculation indicates a strong growth in D cop as PDMS increases [7] . [7] and experimental dependences. As can be seen, there is a strong growth in the experimental dependences D cop /D PVTMS ( PDMS ) for O 2 and CO 2 , which are similar to the theoretical curve 2. This suggests that the main role in processes of diffusion of SSBCs is played by the high-elastic PDMS phase.
Thus, an analysis of the structure of silane-siloxane block copolymers on the basis of the diffusion characteristics within the framework of a microcomposite model makes it possible to ascertain a number of interesting structural features of SSBCs that are consistent with data obtained by other methods. Increase in the content of high-elastic component PDMS leads to a progressive turning of the layers of the rigid component PVTMS parallel to the direction of diffusion, which intensifi es the formation of through channels of diffusion and determines a considerable increase in the diffusion coeffi cient of SSBCs, especially in the case of a continuous PDMS phase. The PDMS phase can also be modelled as a porous fi ller. (3) and CO 2 (4) 
